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Figure 1: ShadowAstro Confguration: User can scan the 12 constellations on the zodiac and inspect a single constellation in 
great detail 

ABSTRACT 
We introduce ShadowAstro, a system that uses the levitating parti-
cles’ casted shadow to produce a constellation pattern. In contrast 
to the traditional approach of making astronomical observations 
via AR, planetarium, and computer screens, we intend to use the 
shadows created by each levitated bead to construct the silhou-
ette of constellations - a natural geometrical pattern that can be 
represented by a set of particles. In this proposal, we show that 
ShadowAstro can help users inspect the 12 constellations on the 
ecliptic plane and augment users’ experience with a projector that 
will serve as the light source. Through this, we draw a future vision, 
where ShadowAstro can serve as an interactive tool with educa-
tional purposes or an art installation in museum. We believe the 
concept of designing interactions between the levitated objects and 
their casted shadows will provide a brand new experience to end 
user. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Astronomers and stargazers believe that astronomy requires direct 
observations (i.e. observing the night sky from outdoor locations) 
to facilitate learning experiences [2, 9]. However, outdoor stargaz-
ing is easily to be afected by weather conditions. Therefore, some 
researchers developed AR-based system (e.g. M-VSARLS [8]) as an 
alternative. One disadvantage is today’s planetarium softwares (e.g. 
Stellarium 1) [3] are mostly confned in traditional 2D Graphical 
User Interface (GUI) or AR glasses. Although the software contains 
lots of useful information, such as coordinate grids and compass 
support, the 2D screen cannot better refect the structure of 3D 
constellations (e.g. distance can be distorted based on how the user 
scrolls the screen). To solve this problem and add more immersive 
interactive elements to planetarium applications, we propose lever-
aging acoustic levitation’s 6 Degree-of-Freedom (DOF) to build a 
3D star map. 

Since organza-based shape set and polystyrene beads set will be 
provided, we decided to narrow down our topic to constellations 
that can be represented by dots and lines. ShadowAstro is built on 
top of the concept of creating interaction between the levitated 
objects and their casted shadow 2 and enable user to inspect the 

1https://stellarium.org/
2inspired by the award-winning game Shadowmatic which requires players to spatially 
rotate a 3D object until the casted shadow forms a recognizable geometric pattern. 
Link: https://apps.apple.com/us/app/shadowmatic/id775888026 

https://doi.org/10.1145/3526114.3561345
https://doi.org/10.1145/3526114.3561345
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/shadowmatic/id775888026
https://1https://stellarium.org
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12 constellations on the zodiac. As indicated in Figure 1, users can 
rotate the section which contains a projector in the near side and a 
canvas in the other side by using the mechanical mechanism—as 
part of our fnal design, and see the silhouette of each constellation. 
Since the location of each constellation was defned based on the 
location of the sun in a given year, the rotate interaction can not 
only educate users on the spatial location of each constellation, but 
also create a "travel through sky and seasons" experience. 

2 RELATED-WORK 
Shadow Sculptures: The concept of using shadows have already 
been investigated in media art and computer graphics. For example, 
media artist, Ryota Kuwakubo used a LED light source mounted on 
a modifed railroad to cast dynamic shadow movement in his work 
10th sentiment (dot / line / surface) [1]. Besides, Fabrizio Corneli 
designed outdoor shadow sculpture which will change based on 
the weather and the eye of the beholder [6]. In the feld of computer 
science, researchers have proposed a computational tool that enable 
users to design complex shadow sculpture (e.g. simultaneously 
casting three diferent shadow from one single object) [5]. Our work 
is inspired by the aforementioned shadow sculptures and intend 
to use levitating particles to cast 2D shadows based on volumetric 
data. 

Astronomical Observation System: In the feld of astronomy, star 
maps are a crucial tool to help students learn and stargaze. Past 
research has demonstrated how star maps can be useful as an 
educational tool for teaching celestial coordinate systems [7] and 
constellations [4]. Researchers have also tried to integrate new 
interface technologies (e.g. Augmented Reality) into astronomical 
observation [9]. Our work aims to develop an interactive system 
with levitation technology not only to teach astronomy concepts, 
but also to make astronomy accessible and fun through embodied 
and spatial interaction. 

3 SYSTEM-AND-IMPLEMENTATION 
The overall system of ShadowAstro consists of casting shadows on 
canvas, applying fuorescence on levitated beads, using astronomical 
data to position each bead, and a mechanical component to rotate 
the light source. We discuss our preliminary plan on how we will 
implement each component. 

Shadow - Casting shadow requires us to set a separate light 
source (i.e. projector) next to the ultrasound boards as indicated in 
(Figure 2 right). The projection will serve as an augmentation to 
user experience by displaying the constellation pattern as well as 
the "sky map" around it. 

For the purpose of evaluating the feasibility of producing shad-
ows with levitated particles, we experimented using the acoustic 
levitation toy 3 (Figure 2 left). The casted shadow is clear and easy 
to spot on a white surface. 

Fluorescence Beads - Applying fuorescence paint on beads can 
serve as a visual guidance for users in dark environments. The 
"glowing-in-the-dark" efect can also be aesthetically appealing. 

Astronomical Data - We will use astronomical data to defne the 
relative distance of each star in the constellation after scaling it 

3https://bit.ly/3zlIr5p 

Figure 2: Proof of concept (left). Projection: augment user 
experience by adding graphical cues (right). 

by a factor. The wonderful open-source community makes access-
ing astronomical data easier and faster. For example, the github 
repository 4 we found contains a curated list of APIs and softwares 
we can reference and it contains a variety of data sources such as 
constellation position and even space debris. 

Mechanical Components - As indicated in Figure 1, our project 
requires a mechanical structure to support rotation and a bridge 
that connects the projector, ultrasound boards, and canvas. This 
can be done by 3D printing mechanical attachment and retroftting 
of-the-shelf devices such as rotating tray 5. 

4 USE CASE/USER SCENARIO 
In this section, we introduce a user scenario with a persona, James, 
who is a ten years old boy, to demonstrate the experience we deliver 
in the contest . 

James wants to explore the 12 constellations on the ecliptic plane. 
He is not quite sure what each constellation looks like so he uses 
ShadowAstro to explore. He frst rotates the light source in order 
to scan the ecliptic surface and stops at Scorpius since it is his star 
sign. ShadowAstro flters out other constellations and only displays 
Scorpius for James by levitating the related beads in the ultrasound 
area and placing them to relative positions. The position of each 
star is scaled based on astronomical data so that James understands 
the structure of this particular constellation (e.g. Shaula is closer 
to Earth than Lesath 6). He invited his friends and each of them 
observe the levitated particles (or "stars") from a unique angle. 

5 FUTURE APPLICATIONS AND UTILITY 
Astronomy education - By adding aerial gestures such as rotate to the 
left, we can create more interaction techniques in ShadowAstro. For 
example, students can control the particle sets and even zoom in/out 
star clusters. Through direct sensation and interaction, students can 
use ShadowAstro to explore other constellations and even comets 
that are not limited to the one on the ecliptic plane. 

4https://github.com/orbitalindex/awesome-space 
5https://amzn.to/3Oi8nTT 
6both stars represent Scorpion’s Stinger stars 
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Museum exhibition - ShadowAstro can also become a large-scale 
museum exhibition. One possible museum setup would be replacing 
the current rectangle canvas with a dome-shape screen (similiar 
to the one in the dome theatre). People can walk in the dark room 
and have an immersive experience. 
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